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LEPD

Positron Gun

10-500 eV



Sample

Grid 1: retarding voltage
(selects only elastic electrons)

Grid 2: accelerating voltage
(creates fluorescence on screen)

Fluorescent Screen

LEED



X-ray Diffraction

Derive LEED equation using Derive LEED equation using BraggBragg’’s Laws Law for Xfor X--ray ray 
diffraction, where appropriate angles are substituted and diffraction, where appropriate angles are substituted and 
λλ is for the is for the electronelectron wavelength.wavelength.
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k-Space: Ewald Sphere for LEED

sample
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LEED: Si(111)7x7

35 eV 65 eV

�� LargerLarger DD spacingsspacings give give closercloser
LEED spots (smaller LEED spots (smaller φφ).).

�� Higher energyHigher energy electrons give electrons give 
closercloser spots.spots.

Bulk 1x 
spacing

Surface 7x 
spacing

sinn Dλ φ=
Real Space:
Si surface atoms

7 bulk spacing
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Brightness-enhanced

�� A type intensity 1A type intensity 1--33××101066/s positrons is obtained /s positrons is obtained 
by using 0.5Ci source.by using 0.5Ci source.

�� This beam still is low optical brightness:This beam still is low optical brightness:

ED
I

R 22θ
=

Because a large D (10mm). The θD product  of a 
typical beam  is  at least 20 times too large for the 
LEPD experiment.
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φφφφ+, 

,
70meV, φφφφ+ . ,

:

Ni:  φφφφ+ = 1.5eV,  17°°°°

W:  φφφφ+ = 3 eV,    12°°°°



Brightness-enhanced 
electrostatically focused (BEEF)



Brightness vs. Beam diameter
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(RHEPD)
Reflection high-energy positron diffraction
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�� AISTAIST
�� University of TexasUniversity of Texas
�� Brookhaven National LaboratoryBrookhaven National Laboratory
�� UEAUEA



AIST, Japan

TOF-PAES







TOF-PAES spectra for clean and 10-Langmuir O2

exposed Si(100) surfaces. The exposure was done

at a substrate temperature of –80 C









PAES Texas
Arlington
Weiss 1995

2%
PAES

10eV

60mCi
22Na ~8 10 4 
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Brookhaven National Lab.
PAES

PAES





Schematic of the UEA 
electrostatic beam 
system:

(a) source, 
(b)electrostatic reflector,
(c) sample, 
(d)electrostatic lense,
(e) microchannel plate 

detector/RFA assembly.



Differential energy 
spectra of 
secondary electrons 
ejected by 300 eV
positron impact on 
Cu.
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�� 19831983 HulettHulett MuellerMueller
(FEEM)(FEEM)

(PRM)(PRM) FEEMFEEM
�� PRMPRM

�� PRMPRM

��

PRMPRM

PsPs PsPs



�� Transmission electron microscope (TEM) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
�� Positron reemission microscope (PRM)Positron reemission microscope (PRM)
�� Scanning positron microscope (SPM).Scanning positron microscope (SPM).



Schematic showing the positron re-emission 
microscope principle.A fraction of the positrons 
implanted in the sample thermalise, diffuse to the 
surface and are re-emitted, and a magnified image is 
formed. Contours of adsorbates on the surface
will also be imaged by the low-energy positrons.



TEMTEM
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The positron 
reemission 
microscope

The PRM offers potential 
resolutions below 10 
angstroms, and should be 
particularly useful in 
studies of surfaces and thin 
overlayers, as well as in 
biological applications





�� BrandesBrandes PRMPRM
NiNi

300300±±±±±±±±100nm100nm

77××××××××101099





�� PRMPRM
MichigenMichigen 5656

2.32.3µµµµµµµµmm PRMPRM
PRMPRM

�� PRMPRM









SPM

�� The advantages of The advantages of 
the SPM are the the SPM are the 
wide variety of wide variety of 
signals available signals available 
and the ability to and the ability to 
examine target examine target 
properties at properties at 
various depths various depths 
from the surface.from the surface.
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Fig. 1. Fatigue crack in copper and map of mean positron 
lifetime[ps] at 16 keV positron implantation energy.

The Munchen scanning positron microscope (SPM)



Fig. 2. Fatigue crack in copper and map of mean positron 
lifetime [ps] at 5 keV positron implantation energy.





Positron spot size is less than 20 
mm the positrons are reemitted 
with a measured efficiency of 23 6 
2%.





Positron beam image of the same test chip as of Fig. 2.
The mean positron lifetime is plotted as a function of 
the x and y dimensions. The coordinates of the line 
scan are indicated. The positron energy is 8 keV.





Line scans of the positron microbeam, perpendicular
to the scratch, are shown for different incident positron 
energies. The mean positron lifetime is plotted as a 
function of position and of positron energy.



3D-pulsed positron microbeam

107e+/s, beam size: φφφφ<1µµµµm, E+: 1-50keV



10. Polarized positron







JLC



In high energy region, g-rays and 
positrons are highly polarized.



Schematic design for positron 
polarization measurement
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